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HepcoMotion will be showcasing a selection of its industry leading range of linear motion technology
at Motek 2015 from 5th- 8th October at Stuttgart. Demonstrating the depth of its product ranges
ideally suited to a wide range of applications and industries, Hepco looks forward to welcoming
visitors to its stand (hall 3, stand 3100).
Hepco is a world-leading manufacturer of linear motion systems and automation components. Hepco
originated the V guide system used worldwide for the control of linear, rotary and continuous motion,
and continues to develop innovative linear products that offer new solutions to design engineers.
Launch of HepcoMotion Beckhoff XTS
Hepco will be officially launching the new HepcoMotion Beckhoff XTS (eXtended Transport System)
at Motek. The new system sees two high performance technologies from market leaders Beckhoff
and HepcoMotion come together to form a revolutionary linear motor transport solution. This system
utilises Hepco’s 1-Trak system in conjunction with Beckhoff’s XTS circuit linear system to provide high
speeds, high accuracy with high loads. This innovative product pushes the boundaries of what linear
systems can achieve by offering speeds rarely seen, whilst still assuring positional accuracy.
Enabling a dramatic increase in production throughput with improved reliability, this system will
revolutionise many production processes. The system also assures a long service life, making it a
highly appealing proposition. With a demonstration unit on the stand, visitors can see the new system
in action.
An array of products for a diverse range of applications
Further key products on the stand include the PRT2 system – the ultimate range for combined circular
and linear motion. Available in corrosion resistant or stainless steel, a diverse range of applications
are catered for. Visitors will also be able to see the highly original 1-Trak continuous motion system
that gives designers complete freedom in 2D bearing track design. Perfect where space is important,
1-Trak enables tight track return curves to be achieved and can be customised to fit an existing
machine. Hepco’s core GV3 Linear Motion System will also be on the stand. GV3 is designed to
serve a diverse range of automation & linear applications and is suitable for a wide variety of
environments from clean rooms to hostile conditions.
With Hepco’s experienced team on hand to discuss applications and product offerings, Hepco looks
forward to meeting visitors at stand 3100 in hall 3.
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